Roll Stock Analysis

Paper comprises 60-70% of the cost base for a corrugated manufacturer. Effective
management of paper availability, price, and waste can be the difference between
making money and losing money.
Paper usage optimization have a huge impact on the operational costs through
inventory reduction and increased productivity.
The EFI ™ Roll Stock Analysis is an EFI services led project that optimizes roll stock
usage and corrugator productivity.

How can EFI help?
The EFI Roll Stock Analysis is an analysis by EFI’s
Business Consultants of your historic order and roll
stock data to create recommendations for changes
in ordering and planning. Using advanced computer
simulations, our consulting team generates
thousands of scenarios that optimize Trim waste,
corrugator productivity, and inventory levels to
identify the optimal number of roll size variations.
We work with you to understand business
objectives, priorities, and KPIs to assess
performance and guide decision making. The
computer simulations provide the ability to
compare multiple scenarios, including the addition
of a new or larger corrugator, preprint, and more.

In addition to the inventory and planning analysis,
EFI can also offer an audit of the business that
can provide guidance that may lead to increased
plant and production efficiency from corrugator
operations, to shipping. The results are actionable
recommendations for changes to planning and
purchasing supported by training and change
management to enable your employees to follow
the plan.

What are the benefits?
The EFI Roll Stock Analysis will optimize
your paper planning and inventory levels to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of your
corrugator production and increase the return
on your investments. Clients have reported an
annual savings of $250K in a single plant by
identifying areas of improvement such as:

• Increasing inventory turns by utilizing fewer
standard roll widths
• Increase corrugator efficiency
• Average web width
• Lineal per Paper Change
Our team of professionals provides:
• Experience with customers worldwide

• Area per Hour
• Cost per Area

• Understanding corrugated customers’
operations
• Visibility to where the market is heading
• Best-in-class business consulting practices

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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